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SurPro is the name in stilts. We've been serving 
up superior drywall stilts to the pros since 1996. 
Our dedication to safety has allowed us to stand 
strong, but it's our passion for innovation that 
has kept us on top. Our commitment to safety, 
comfort and performance sets the industry 
standard. For those who demand the best, we 
stand with you and for you. Work tall with 
SurPro High-Performance Stilts.

ALL STILTS ARE
HEIGHT ADJUSTABLE





Locate a SurPro Dealer near you to compare 
features, try on stilts, get fitment advice, and 
purchase stilts and replacement parts. Our website 
showcases both storefronts and online stores.

Stilts.com and SurPro are a divisions of The Forest 
Group, Inc. The Forest Group, Inc. offers a one-year 
limited warranty on the structural components of your 
SurPro Stilts against manufacturing defects from the 
date of purchase.  See website for complete details.

Only use Genuine SurPro Parts on SurPro Stilts.  We 
offer all of the quality replacement parts you’ll need to 
keep your stilts like new.  Check with your local dealer, 
or shop online.

SurPro
A division of The Forest Group, Inc.
5600 Bonhomme Rd Ste C
Houston, TX 77036
U.S.A.
1 (888) 443-8889
help@stilts.com



Use this table to determine your maximum reach while on any of our height 
adjustable stilts.  Find your height on the chart, then find the stilt size that best 
meets your needs. No tools required to remove wing bolts and adjust stilt height.

How high do you want to reach?  

Table figures are approximate and based on averages.  Tolerance +/- 1-2”. 
See stilt models (S1, S1X, S2, and S2X) for size availability.



Continually raising the 
industry standard.

COMFORT WRAPAROUND 
LEG BANDS

INTERLOCK ENHANCED 
SAFETY SYSTEM 

KEY LOCK SIDE
POLES & CLAMPS 
w/ HEIGHT ADJUST

NON-MARKING
SUPER GRIP SOLES

DOUBLE WING BOLTS
FRONT & BACK*

Traditional style with modern advancements in safety, 
comfort, and performance.  After 25 years of battle 
proven success on the most rigorous jobsites, S1 Stilts 
continue to raise the industry standard.  Built to be a 
commercial-grade workhorse with the grace and refine-
ments of a thoroughbred.  A staple in the drywaller’s tool 
box and an icon for safety.

While other poles
twist and require
constant adjustment, 
ours stay put and
safely lock in place. Easily 
adjust the vertical and 
lateral position for a perfect 
fit and best balance.

Your side poles will never 
fly-free or slide down when 
you are using our stilts.  We 
put safety first into every 
aspect of our stilts.

Double the safety and 
internal parts longevity.  
Easily adjust height in two 
inch increments from 
minimum height to max.

Custom soles designed 
specifically for jobsite use.

Durable cordura 
construction with perforated 
breathable nylon to keep 
you cool, and full 
wraparound padding for 
plush comfort.

ALUMINUM STILTS

S1-A-1624

S1-A-2030

S1-A-2640

16”-24” 639945000341

20”-30” 639945000389

63994500044026”-40’

12.9 LBS.

MODEL NO. HEIGHT ADJUST UPC WEIGHT

14.3 LBS.

15.9 LBS.

Adjustable height in two inch increments 

Auto-locking buckles and premium cotton straps

Adjustable dual-action spring for precise resistance

Enhanced safety features throughout

Wider foot plates for better footing and balance
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ALUMINUM

Durable and lightweight aluminum construction

*16”-24” stilts contain a single wing bolt front and back.



Reduce weight and
vibrations with magnesium.

COMFORT WRAPAROUND 
LEG BANDS

INTERLOCK ENHANCED 
SAFETY SYSTEM 

KEY LOCK SIDE
POLES & CLAMPS 
w/ HEIGHT ADJUST

NON-MARKING
SUPER GRIP SOLES

DOUBLE WING BOLTS
FRONT & BACK*

Traditional style with modern advancements in safety, 
comfort, and performance. With magnesium being 33% 
lighter than aluminum, the stilt bodies on the S1 
Magnesium Stilts reduce weight without sacrificing safety. 
Step above industry standard, save weight, and get the 
most popular single-sided stilts in the industry.

While other poles
twist and require
constant adjustment, 
ours stay put and
safely lock in place. Easily 
adjust the vertical and 
lateral position for a perfect 
fit and best balance.

Your side poles will never 
fly-free or slide down when 
you are using our stilts.  We 
put safety first into every 
aspect of our stilts.

Double the safety and 
internal parts longevity.  
Easily adjust height in two 
inch increments from 
minimum height to max.

Custom soles designed 
specifically for jobsite use.

Durable cordura 
construction with, 
perforated breathable 
nylon to keep you cool, and 
full wraparound padding 
for plush comfort.

S1-M-1624

S1-M-2030

S1-M-2640

16”-24” 639945000334

20”-30” 639945000372

63994500042626”-40’

12.7 LBS.

MODEL NO. HEIGHT ADJUST UPC WEIGHT

13.9 LBS.

15.4 LBS.

Adjustable height in two inch increments

Magnesium frames are lighter and have 10X 
damping versus aluminum to reduce vibrations

Auto-locking buckles and premium cotton straps

Adjustable dual-action spring for precise resistance

Enhanced safety features throughout

Wider foot plates for better footing and balance
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MAGNESIUM STILTS

MAGNESIUM

*16”-24” stilts contain single wing bolt front and back.



PERFORMANCE

DRIVEN
We’ve known Brian Kitchin since before he founded the leading 
YouTube Channel and website for drywallers - DrywallNation.com.  
He’s a big fan of our double-sided S2 Stilts, so it was only fitting 
that he took our new X model stilts for a spin.   

You can watch him do a little work here:

https://youtu.be/Lq1rYsivOLQ

WHAT DID HE THINK?

Brian Kitchin , Drywall Nation

“I LOVE ʻEM”



The ultimate in stilts
articulation.

COMFORT WRAPAROUND 
LEG BANDS

INTERLOCK ENHANCED 
SAFETY SYSTEM 

KEY LOCK SIDE
POLES & CLAMPS 
w/ HEIGHT ADJUST

NON-MARKING
SUPER GRIP SOLES

DOUBLE WING BOLTS
FRONT & BACK

While other poles
twist and require
constant adjustment, 
ours stay put and
safely lock in place. Easily 
adjust the vertical and 
lateral position for a perfect 
fit and best balance.

Your side poles will never 
fly-free or slide down when 
you are using our stilts.  We 
put safety first into every 
aspect of our stilts.

Double the safety and 
internal parts longevity.  
Easily adjust height in two 
inch increments from 
minimum height to max.

Custom soles designed 
specifically for jobsite use.

Durable cordura construction 
with, perforated breathable 
nylon to keep you cool, and 
full wraparound padding for 
plush comfort. Safety orange 
Leg Band Strap.

S1X-M-2131

S1X-M-2640

21”-31” 639945000808

63994500047126”-40’

MODEL NO. HEIGHT ADJUST UPC WEIGHT

15.1 LBS.

16.1 LBS.

Adjustable height in two inch increments 

New Flexion Foot provides the most natural walking feel

Auto-locking buckles and premium cotton straps

Adjustable dual-action spring for precise resistance

Enhanced safety features throughout

Wider foot plates for better footing and balance

The SurPro S1X is the most advanced and feature-rich 
single-sided stilts to date. Reach new heights in safety, 
comfort, and performance. Exclusive Flexion Foot System 
provides unparalleled articulation and a more natural 
walking feel during lift, which is 40-60% of the walking 
motion. With magnesium being 33% lighter than alumi-
num, these stilt bodies reduce weight without sacrificing 
safety. Built for commercial drywall contractors that 
demand safety-first and traditional style.

Gain additional traction and achieve a more 
natural stride with the Flexion Foot System. 
The compression spring helps to reduce 
impact and stress on the body, thus increasing 
daily performance and comfort. Exclusive to 
SurPro “X Models”

FLEXION
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MAGNESIUM STILTS

MAGNESIUM

FLEXION

Magnesium frames are lighter and have 10X 
damping versus aluminum to reduce vibrations



Achieve greater balance,
stability, and comfort
with dual side poles.

360° COMFORT
LEG BANDS

INTERLOCK ENHANCED 
SAFETY SYSTEM 

NON-MARKING
SUPER GRIP SOLES

DOUBLE WING BOLTS
FRONT & BACK*

SurPro set the bar and then broke it with the invention of 
double-sided stilts. The newly updated SurPro S2 
maximizes everyday performance by further elevating 
your comfort and stability. Better balance and comfort 
equate to less fatigue and added performance. Step into 
our best-selling stilts for contractors, worldwide.

While other side poles
twist and require
constant adjustment, 
ours stay put and
safely lock in place. 
Adjustable calf-height for a 
comfy fit.

Your side poles will never 
fly-free or slide down when 
you are using our stilts.  We 
put safety first into every 
aspect of our stilts.

Double the safety and 
internal parts longevity.  
Easily adjust height in two 
inch increments from 
minimum height to max.

Custom soles designed 
specifically for jobsite use.

Durable cordura 
construction with perforated 
breathable nylon to keep 
you cool and dry. Maximum 
security and 360-degree of 
plush comfort.

S2-A-1624

S2-A-2030

S2-A-2640

16”-24” 639945000365

20”-30” 639945000402

63994500046426”-40’

14.6 LBS.

MODEL NO. HEIGHT ADJUST UPC WEIGHT

15.9 LBS.

17.5 LBS.

Adjustable height in two inch increments 

Dual side poles for best balance and less fatigue

Auto-locking buckles and premium cotton straps

Adjustable dual-action spring for precise resistance

Enhanced safety features throughout

Wider foot plates for better footing and balance

Durable and lightweight aluminum construction

RECTANGULAR  
SIDE POLES W/ TAPERED 
INNER LEG & ADJUSTABLE 
CALF-HEIGHT
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ALUMINUM STILTS

ALUMINUM

*16”-24” stilts contain single wing bolt front and back.



Our lightest dual side pole
stilts and the most popular
among drywall pros.

360° COMFORT
LEG BANDS

INTERLOCK ENHANCED 
SAFETY SYSTEM 

NON-MARKING
SUPER GRIP SOLES

DOUBLE WING BOLTS
FRONT & BACK*

SurPro set the bar and then broke it with the invention of 
double-sided stilts. The newly updated SurPro S2 
maximizes everyday performance by further elevating 
your comfort and stability. Better balance and comfort 
equate to less fatigue and added performance. Step into 
our best-selling stilts for contractors worldwide.

While other side poles
twist and require
constant adjustment, 
ours safely stay in place. 
Adjustable vertical 
calf-height and lateral 
positioning for a comfy fit.

Your side poles will never 
fly-free or slide down when 
you are using our stilts.  We 
put safety first into every 
aspect of our stilts.

Double the safety and 
internal parts longevity.  
Easily adjust height in two 
inch increments from 
minimum height to max.

Custom soles designed 
specifically for jobsite use.

Durable cordura 
construction with perforated 
breathable nylon to keep 
you cool and dry. Maximum 
security and 360-degree of 
plush comfort.

S2-M-1624

S2-M-2030

S2-M-2640

16”-24” 639945000358

20”-30” 639945000396

63994500045726”-40’

14.2 LBS.

MODEL NO. HEIGHT ADJUST UPC WEIGHT

15.7 LBS.

17.3 LBS.

Adjustable height in two inch increments 

Dual side poles for best balance and less fatigue

Auto-locking buckles and premium cotton straps

Adjustable dual-action spring for precise resistance

Enhanced safety features throughout

Wider foot plates for better footing and balance

RECTANGULAR  
SIDE POLES W/ TAPERED 
INNER LEG & ADJUSTABLE 
CALF-HEIGHT
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MAGNESIUM STILTS

MAGNESIUM

Magnesium frames are lighter and have 10X 
damping versus aluminum to reduce vibrations

*16”-24” stilts contain single wing bolt front and back.



I WANT THE

BEST
We’re not about to be boastful and claim that our stilts are “the 
best”.  We’ll leave that determination to you.  What we can say 
is that the S2X Stilts represents our most feature-rich stilts to date, 
and others have given them the highest of praises.  We think 
they’re pretty darn fine.  Our double-sided design has been a 
huge success for us over the years, and people that convert over 
to them, or start out on them, typically become evangelists of our 
brand.  It was only fitting that we went all out to deliver an epic 
pair of drywall stilts for our fans worldwide.



The apex in stilts, and
our most feature-rich
drywall stilts to date.

360° ROCKER
LEG BANDS

INTERLOCK ENHANCED 
SAFETY SYSTEM 

NON-MARKING
SUPER GRIP SOLES

DOUBLE WING BOLTS
FRONT & BACK

While other poles twist and 
require constant adjustment, 
ours stay put and safely 
locked in place. Easily adjust 
the vertical and lateral 
position for a perfect fit and 
best balance.

Your side poles will never 
fly-free or slide down when 
you are using our stilts.  We 
put safety first into every 
aspect of our stilts.

Double the safety and 
internal parts longevity.  
Easily adjust height in two 
inch increments from 
minimum height to max.

Custom soles designed 
specifically for jobsite use.

Leg bands rock forward and 
backward with your legs to 
reduce resistance and 
increase comfort. Durable 
cordura construction with 
perforated breathable nylon 
to keep you cool. Full 
wraparound padding for 
plush comfort. Safety orange 
Leg Band Strap.

S2X-M-2131

S2X-M-2640

21”-31” 639945000792

63994500048826”-40’

MODEL NO. HEIGHT ADJUST UPC WEIGHT

17.0 LBS.

18.0 LBS.

Adjustable height in two inch increments from 

New Flexion Foot provides the most natural walking feel

New Rocking Leg Bands reduces stress and add comfort

Auto-locking buckles and premium cotton straps

Adjustable dual-action spring for precise resistance

Enhanced safety features throughout

Wider foot plates for better footing and balance

The new SurPro S2X is as good as it gets. Maximize everyday 

performance by further elevating your comfort and stability. Better 

balance and comfort equate to less fatigue, and S2X does it best.   New 

Rocker Leg Bands utilize our popular Comfort Wraparound system with 

the added benefit of rocking forward and backward with your legs, 

thus reducing resistance and increasing comfort. Plus, they can be easily 

raised and lowered to adjust to your desired calf height and size. 

Exclusive Flexion Foot System provides unparalleled articulation and a 

more natural walking feel.  Step up to S2X.

FLEXION

Gain additional traction and achieve a more 
natural stride with the Flexion Foot System. 
The compression spring helps to reduce 
impact and stress on the body, thus increasing 
daily performance and comfort. Exclusive to 
SurPro “X Models”

FLEXION

TELESCOPING RECTANGULAR  
SIDE POLES W/ TAPERED 
INNER LEG & ADJUSTABLE 
CALF-HEIGHT
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MAGNESIUM STILTS

MAGNESIUM

Magnesium frames are lighter and have 10X 
damping versus aluminum to reduce vibrations



SurPro
A division of The Forest Group, Inc.
5600 Bonhomme Rd Ste C
Houston, TX 77036 U.S.A.
1 (888) 443-8889
help@stilts.com
stilts.com

SCAN CODE


